
Unit 3, Lesson 10: You Rocked It! Unit Celebration 
 
Lesson Intro:  

Theme of the Day 

Today will be a celebration of your work in game design skills and saving the rocket 
ship! You will reflect on your learning, play other designers’ games, and share positive 
feedback.  

 
Learning Objectives Concepts (Social & Cross Curriculum)  

● Students can reflect on their 
learning about game design. 

● Students can give and receive 
positive feedback.  

● Appreciation 
● Connection 
● Reflection 
● Feedback 

 
Vocabulary Guiding Questions  

● Arcade 
● Reflection 
● Survey 
● Feedback 

 
 

● What did I learn about game 
design during this unit? 

● How can I support others and help 
them celebrate with feedback? 

● How does reflection help us learn 
and grow? 

 
Resources  

● Reflection sheet (print double-sided) 
● You Rocked It! Compliment sheet 
● Out of this World Behavior Chart 
● Computers 
● Scratch access and logins  
● Space Bucks 
● Space Donkey Bob’s Box of Wonder 
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Lesson Procedure: 
Camp Fire  (25 min) 

Don’t Forget: Have the Reflection sheets and 1-3 computers set up with the 
post-assessment for students to take. 

Mini-lesson:  
Explain to students that before they play each other’s games in a classroom arcade, 
they will need to prepare by doing the following things: 

1. Complete the Reflection sheet and design a name tag. 
2. Complete the online pre-assessment which you will set up for students. The 

student survey can be found on the website on the 3.10 lesson page. 
3. Make any last-minute adjustments to get their game ready for the arcade. 
4. Count up their Space Bucks to spend and record on the Out of this World 

Behavior Chart!  
 

You will start a Campfire by passing out the Reflection sheet to each student. 
 
Explain that students will need to write or draw their answers to the questions on the 
sheet. Tell students that answers should be multiple words or drawings with a lot of 
detail. Answers should be full thoughts that the reader can understand.  
 
On the back of the Reflection sheet, students should use the rectangular box to create 
an awesome name tag for their computer. This is how other players will know which 
game belongs to which designer and give them compliments.  
 
Let students know that you will be pulling them over one at a time to complete a 
survey to tell the Space Academy what they have learned during their game design 
unit.  
 
Call students individually to take the post-assessment for the unit right after you pass 
out the Reflection sheets. Use the link in lesson 3.10 on the website to access the 
post-assessment. Choose a few students to start on the post-assessment at the 
beginning to keep a good flow and reduce idle time.  
 
Give out Space Bucks to students who are on task and trying their best.  

 
Teacher-Guided Learning /  Partner/Team Practice (30 Min) 

Don’t Forget: Have the You Rocked it! Compliment sheet for students and computers 
ready for the arcade.  
 
Teachers please fill out the teacher survey for this Unit 3 found in Lesson 3.10. 
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Mini-lesson:  
Explain to students that it is now time to set up their arcade and celebrate all that they 
have done! During this time, they will play each other's games and give compliments 
to each other using the You Rocked it! Compliment sheet.  
 
First, tell students that they will need to go to their computers, open up their games, 
and set their name tag in front of the computer. This way other designers will know 
who to write the compliment for. 
 
Once the computers are ready, students will have the next 25 minutes to play each 
other’s games and leave compliments!  
 
Each computer will have a compliment sheet in front of it with the name of the game 
designer.  
 
Review the “You Rocked it!” sheet with students before launching the arcade. Have a 
quick discussion with students about good compliments. 
 
Tell students that as game designers, they will want to be specific in the feedback 
that they give others. Comments like “good” or “fun” are nice, but specific comments 
are more valuable.  
 
Ask your students: What are some specific compliments we can give to a game 
designer?  
 
Examples: speed of the rocket, asteroids, win/lose screens, music, goals, etc. 
 
Their goal will be to try 4-6 different games in the arcade. Students can play them as 
many times as they would like (2 or 3 would be great) so they can really see how the 
person designed the game.  
 
Students should try to win and lose to see what happens. Then they will leave the 
designer a compliment on a space below their name tag. The goal is for every 
designer to get at least three compliments. 
 
While playing the games, remind students that they can go to Space Donkey Bob’s 
Box of Wonder to spend their Space Bucks.  
 
Dismiss students to the arcade! Let the games begin! 
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Models:  
 

Reflection sheet (print double-sided) 
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You Rocked It! Compliment sheet 
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